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ABSTRACT
We study the entanglement entropy of gauged internal degrees of freedom in a two dimen-
sional symmetric product orbifold CFT, whose configurations consist of N strands sewn
together into “long” strings, with wavefunctions symmetrized under permutations. In ear-
lier work a related notion of “entwinement” was introduced. Here we treat this system
analogously to a system of N identical particles. From an algebraic point of view, we
point out that the reduced density matrix on k out of N particles is not associated with a
subalgebra of operators, but rather with a linear subspace, which we explain is sufficient.
In the orbifold CFT, we compute the entropy of a single strand in states holographically
dual in the D1/D5 system to a conical defect geometry or a massless BTZ black hole and
find a result identical to entwinement. We also calculate the entropy of two strands in the
state that represents the conical defect; the result differs from entwinement. In this case,
matching entwinement would require finding a gauge-invariant way to impose continuity
across strands.
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1 Introduction
Over the past ten years, entanglement entropy has turned out to be a crucial quantity to
organize our way of thinking about quantum field theory. It characterizes the amount of
information an observer with access to a subsystem of the degrees of freedom can learn
about the complementary subsystem. As such it is a measure of correlations in field theory.
For example, an observer who only has access to a spatial region A, can infer from the
entropy how much he or she can learn about the complementary region A¯. Because of its
extensive nature, one typically expects the entanglement entropy to scale with the volume
of the subsystem. However it turns out that the entanglement entropy in the ground state
of local Hamiltonians scales with the area of the subsystem, either strictly or in a loga-
rithmically violated way [1–5]. Area law scaling of entropy has first been identified in the
context of black hole physics [6, 7] and has later been made more precise in the context of
holography [8, 9]. The vast majority of literature on entanglement entropy in holography
and in field theory focuses on entanglement of a spatial subregion A. However, its definition
as von Neumann entropy of a reduced density matrix only relies on a bipartite splitting of
the Hilbert space. In field theories with multiple degrees of freedom, one is not forced to
consider a splitting in terms of spatial subregions but one can consider more general split-
tings such as a bipartition in momentum space [10, 11] or in terms of the internal degrees
of freedom. Especially in holographic field theories it is interesting to study the entan-
glement between internal degrees of freedom, because investigating their correlations and
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entanglement might be important for understanding the physics of the dual bulk theory at
scales smaller than the AdS radius [12, 13]. For example, in the BFSS matrix model, the
holographic spacetime can be described as a bound state of N D0 branes. It is natural to
investigate the entanglement between the D0 branes to understand better the emergence of
the holographic spacetime [14–16]. As another example, consider the D1-D5 brane system
of N1 D1 branes and N5 D5 branes on M4,1 × S1 × T 4. At low enough energies, this sys-
tem is described by gravity on AdS3 × S3 × T 4, and has a dual description as a marginal
deformation of the symmetric product orbifold (T 4)
N1N5 /SN1N5 . Because of the duality, we
expect the entanglement entropy of a subset of degrees of freedom of the orbifold theory to
have a representation in the dual gravity theory. Motivated by this, a field theoretic quan-
tity called ‘entwinement’ [17,18] has been defined, which is holographically represented by
the lengths of non-minimal geodesics in 2 + 1 dimensional asymptotically AdS spacetimes.
Similar questions about the entanglement between internal degrees of freedom could be
posed in matrix string theory [19].
Most of the known field theories with holographic duals have internal gauge symme-
tries. This complicates the study of entanglement entropy. Even the study of ordinary
spatial entanglement entropy is involved in the presence of gauge symmetry because of the
non-factorization of the Hilbert space due to non-local gauge invariant degrees of freedom
such as Wilson loops that cross the entangling surface [20–26]. The gauge symmetry further
complicates the computation of entanglement entropy of a subset of internal degrees of free-
dom, because typically these dynamical variables are not gauge invariant. In a symmetric
product orbifold of N free bosons for example, the bosons transform under the permutation
group SN , so one needs a way to appropriately specify a subset of the N bosons to compute
a gauge invariant reduced density matrix. A prototypical example where this issue has been
considered is the quantum mechanics of identical particles [27–30].
Say that one has a system of N identical particles, labelled by position operators
x1, . . . , xN . The permutation invariance puts a constraint on states of the physical Hilbert
space and as such we could view the SN group as a gauge symmetry. A system of identical
particles contains analogous features to gauge theories. For example, we will argue that the
non-factorization of the Hilbert space that is apparent when studying spatial entanglement
entropy in gauge theories, is analogous to what happens for entanglement entropy of modes
of the identical particles. Also, entanglement between gauged degrees of freedom is similar
to entanglement between identical particles. One can study for example the one parti-
cle reduced density matrix, also called one body density functional, by simply integrating
out x2, . . . , xN in the full density matrix. The one particle reduced density matrix will be
permutation invariant because the wavefunction is, even if the measure on x2, . . . , xN is
not permutation invariant. As we will explain in this paper, the reduced density matrix
obtained in this way does not have support on a subalgebra of operators, but rather on a
linear subspace.1
1In [31] a definition of entwinement in terms of the entropy associated to state-dependent subalgebras
was proposed. For identical particles, we do not need to find a closure under multiplication, i.e. an algebra,
in order to talk about entropy. It suffices to discuss a linear subspace of operators that closes under the
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In this paper, we will consider a natural extension of this construction for identical parti-
cles to the symmetric product orbifold CFT. Namely, the orbifold CFT describes identical
strands (i.e., elementary pieces of string) in a collection of multiwound strings. We will
study the resulting density matrices and corresponding entanglement entropies in a set of
states that are interesting from the point of view of holography and represent ground states
of specific twisted sectors. More specifically, we focus our attention on twisted sectors that
are holographically modeled by conical defects and massless BTZ black holes in the D1-D5
system. We will explicitly compute the single strand entropy in these states as well as the
entropy of two strands in the state that represents the conical defect. As we will argue,
the entropy of a single strand is proportional to the length of a (not necessarily minimal)
geodesic in the dual geometry and equals the entwinement studied in [17, 18]. However,
the entropy of two or more strands does not agree with entwinement. This is because en-
twinement seems to be related to entanglement entropy of multiple continuously connected
strands, rather than just entanglement entropy of multiple strands. We will comment more
on this point in sec. 5.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We first recall the ideas behind entwinement in
sec. 2. In sec. 3 we review the definition and construction of entanglement entropy in a
system of identical particles. We end this section with comparing this to the algebraic
definition of the entropy in section 3.2 and point out that the entropy between identical
particles is associated to a linear subspace of operators rather than a subalgebra. In sec. 4 we
present the computation of entanglement entropy of strands in symmetric product orbifolds.
After a short review on symmetric product orbifolds in sec. 4.1, we show how to compute
entanglement entropy of multiple strands generically in sec. 4.2. In sec. 4.3 we compute
the entropy of a single strand in the conical defect state and the massless BTZ black hole
state. The entropy of multiple strands in the conical defect state is presented in sec. 4.4.
We conclude with a summary and with some comments on the entanglement entropy of
continuously connected strands in sec. 5.
2 Long geodesics and entwinement
Let us briefly review the notion of entwinement, as introduced in [18]. An intriguing
idea, mainly motivated by the Ryu-Takayanagi formula, is that the bulk spacetime in
AdS/CFT can be reconstructed from the pattern of entanglement of the dual boundary
state. However, it soon became clear that this program cannot be achieved by relying only
on entanglement entropies of spatial subregions. This is because certain asymptotically
AdS spacetimes possess so called entanglement shadows, regions which are never probed
by Ryu-Takayanagi surfaces. While it is in principle possible to reconstruct the bulk in
these regions [33, 34], one would like to see whether the connection between geometry and
entanglement continues to hold. Since entanglement shadows are typically of the size of the
order of the AdS radius, this question is also related to the problem of sub-AdS locality.
adjoint operation. For another proposal on associating entropies intrinsic to subspaces of operators, see [32].
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Simple examples of geometries with entanglement shadows are conical defect geometries,
and BTZ black holes in three bulk dimensions. In the case of these geometries, it is
known that the entanglement shadows can be probed by boundary anchored extremal, but
non-minimal geodesics. These are simple generalizations of the Ryu-Takayanagi surface,
however, their boundary dual description is not known. It is argued in [18] that they should
be related to some notion of entanglement between internal degrees of freedom.
Let us briefly recap the argument in the case of long geodesics in a conical defect
spacetime. One can think about the conical defect spacetimes as Zn orbifolds of AdS3,
where Zn acts by discrete rotations, and the fundamental region is a “pizza slice” of AdS.
A spatial interval in the conical defect maps to the union of all the Zn images of the interval
in the covering AdS3 space. In this language, the existence of the entanglement shadow is
a consequence of a transition in the Ryu-Takayanagi surface for the collection of n intervals
in the covering space, as we increase their size. This way, the surface never gets close to
the tip of the cone. On the other hand, if we could consider the entanglement entropy of
a single interval in covering space, we could probe the entire spacetime. Because of the
Zn identification, doing this intuitively corresponds to selecting a fraction of the degrees of
freedom inside a spatial subsystem for the state dual to the conical defect. Since the Zn
symmetry is a gauge symmetry, it is not at all clear how to identify this fraction of degrees
of freedom. Nevertheless, a quantity called entwinement is proposed in [18] to measure
this entanglement. The prescription is to ungauge the Zn symmetry, then calculate an
entanglement entropy, and then symmetrize the result under the Zn symmetry, in order to
get a gauge invariant quantity.
In a follow up work [17], this idea was explored from a field theory point of view, in the
context of the D1-D5 CFT, where the boundary description of conical defect spacetimes
is well understood. The result is that a CFT definition of entwinement can be given in
terms of the replica trick, using elementary replica twist operators of the ungauged theory
that are symmetrized over gauge orbits in a particular way. This procedure successfully
reproduces the lengths of non-minimal geodesics in the conical defect and the massless BTZ
spacetimes. However, with this replica definition, it is unclear how this quantity is related
to conventional notions of entanglement.
In the present paper, we wish to give a definition of reduced density matrices and
entanglement entropies associated to degrees of freedom which are gauged under the discrete
gauge symmetry. When the gauge group is the permutation group, the arising singlet
constraints on the wave functions are very similar to the ones obeyed by identical particles,
in which context reduced density matrices to a subset of particles can be defined. This will
be the main motivation for our definitions and we now turn to reviewing how this works.
The key difference from the definition of entwinement in [17] will be that the symmetrization
over gauge orbits happens at the level of the wavefunction, which is a more conventional
choice than the symmetrization procedure of [17]. This conventional symmetrization does
not explicitly rely on continuity of long strings across strands, which will lead to differences
in the case of winding intervals.
4
3 Entanglement entropy in a system of identical particles
3.1 Entanglement between identical particles
Say we have N identical particles, fermions or bosons. The question we want to ask is how
say k particles are entangled with the remaining N − k particles, without specifying which
particles we are talking about [27–30]. Let’s say we have a position space wavefunction
ψ(x1, ..., xN), (3.1)
satisfying ψ(x1, ..., xN) = (±1)pi(θ)ψ(xθ(1), ..., xθ(N)) for all permutations θ ∈ SN . Here pi
is the parity of the permutation and bosons correspond to the upper sign, while fermions
correspond to the lower one. In quantum chemistry, the k-body density functional is defined
as
ρ(k)(x1, ..., xk;x
′
1, ..., x
′
k) =
∫
dxk+1...dxNψ(x1, ...xk, xk+1, ..., xN)ψ
∗(x′1, ...x
′
k, xk+1, ..., xN),
(3.2)
i.e., it is a formal partial trace over N − k of the coordinates. More abstractly, for an N
particle state2
|Ψ〉 =
∑
i1,...,iN
Ψi1...iNa
†
i1
...a†iN |0〉, (3.3)
the k-particle reduced density matrix is
ρ
(k)
i1...ik
j1...jk ∼ Ψi1...ikik+1...iN (Ψ∗)j1...jkik+1...iN , (3.4)
where we have traced over ik+1 · · · iN and omitted combinatorial factors. These are valid
density matrices on the k-particle Hilbert space Hk. They are positive semidefinite, Her-
mitian, and have finite trace that can be normalized to one. Therefore, it is meaningful
to talk about von Neumann entropy for them. Note that for example for the one particle
reduced density matrix for fermions this entropy is bounded from below by the log of the
number of particles, instead of zero. This minimal value is obtained if and only if the N
particle state is a single Slater determinant, i.e., it is of the form
vi11 ...v
iN
N a
†
i1
...a†iN |0〉 (3.5)
with viaa arbitrary vectors in the single particle Hilbert space for a = 1, . . . , N . Therefore this
minimal entropy corresponds to undistillable statistical correlations. Nevertheless, one can
produce states that cannot be written in this form and these contain genuine entanglement,
which can be equally diverse as in the case of distinguishable constituents [30,35–39].
3.2 Subalgebras versus subspaces
It is natural to ask how the density matrix (3.4) is related to the usual ways of defining
a reduced density matrix, which relies on the requirement that ρ reproduces expectation
2We omit here the normalization because it is different for fermions and bosons.
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values of the global state in some reduced set of degrees of freedom. The most basic such
definition is for factorizing Hilbert spaces H = HA ⊗ HA¯, in which case we associate a
density matrix ρA, acting on HA, to the global state |Ψ〉 ∈ H by requiring that
TrHA(OAρA) = 〈Ψ|OA ⊗ IA¯|Ψ〉, (3.6)
for all operators OA acting on HA. This is a linear equation for ρA, whose unique solution
is the usual partial trace.
Because the Hilbert space of identical particles does not factorize, we can clearly not
apply this definition to motivate (3.4). The problem of a non-factorizable Hilbert space also
arises when studying entanglement between spatial degrees of freedom in a gauge theory. In
that case, the difficulty can be evaded by resorting to the algebraic definition of a reduced
density matrix [22]. Given a state |Ψ〉 ∈ H and a von Neumann subalgebra As acting on
H, we can define a unique density operator ρAs ∈ As by requiring that
Tr′(OρAs) = 〈Ψ|O|Ψ〉, ∀O ∈ As. (3.7)
The Tr′ refers to the trace over a “small Hilbert space” that forms a representation ofAs, but
in general is different from H. It is fixed in a way explained e.g. in [22]. To understand this,
recall that a typical algebra AA of operators associated to region A will have a nontrivial
center Z because of the constraints on the Hilbert space (see e.g. [22,25,40]). For example,
by Gauss’s law, in a U(1) theory without matter the electric flux operator at a location
just inside boundary of a subregion must equal the flux just outside, but the latter must
commute with all operators inside the region. Because the elements of the center commute,
we can pick a basis on the total Hilbert space in which all operators in Z are diagonal. In
this basis, the elements of AA and AA¯ which also commute with Z are block diagonal. This
implies that, instead of factorizing completely, the total Hilbert space now only factorizes
on these blocks, i.e. one has
H = ⊕αHαA ⊗HαA¯, (3.8)
where α labels the invariant subspaces of AA. (See [22]; the proof that this is true in finite
dimensions is given in, e.g., [40].) The physical interpretation of α is roughly the value of
the electric flux going through the interface between A and A¯, which is forced to be the
same on the two subalgebras because of Gauss’s law. The trace over the small Hilbert space
Tr′ in (3.7) is then over ⊕αHαA, that is, we perform a partial trace block by block.
Unfortunately, for identical particles, the k-particle reduced density matrix (3.4) can-
not obviously be motivated in this algebraic framework. It is naturally associated to the
following linear subspace of operators, closed under the adjoint
Ak−particle = span{a†i1 ...a†ikaj1 ...ajk}. (3.9)
These are the k-body operators, but this set does not close under multiplication, so it
defines a subspace of operators rather than a subalgebra. This is clearest if we focus on the
space of one-particle operators
Aone particle = span{a†iaj}. (3.10)
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The algebra constructed from this subspace by multiplying its operators would actually
generate the entire algebra that conserves particle number. Despite this difficulty, the
density matrix (3.4) does satisfy a relation like (3.7), namely
Tr(k)(Oρ(k)) = 〈Ψ|O|Ψ〉, ∀O ∈ Ak−particle, (3.11)
where the trace Tr(k) is over the k-particle Hilbert space. For a k-particle operator O we
have
O ≡ Oj1...jk i1...ika†j1 ...a†jkai1 ...aik → Tr(k)(Oρ(k)) = Oj1...jk i1...ikρ
(k)
i1...ik
j1...jk
, (3.12)
and therefore (3.11) implies that
ρ
(k)
i1...ik
j1...jk
= 〈Ψ|a†j1 ...a†jkai1 ...aik |Ψ〉 ∝ Ψi1...ikik+1...iN (Ψ∗)j1...jkik+1...iN , (3.13)
so we recover (3.4), which in a coordinate basis is the same as (3.2). So this density
matrix can be thought of as a reduced density matrix reproducing expectation values for
the subspace of operators (3.9), even though these operators do not close into an algebra.
Finally, for later reference we note that the subspace of operators defined by (3.9) can
be written in a first quantized language
Ak−particle = span{[V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ ...⊗ Vk ⊗ I ⊗ ...⊗ I]sym}, (3.14)
where V1, ..., Vk are arbitrary operators on the single particle Hilbert space, there are N
factors in the above tensor product, and [ ]sym means symmetrization of the tensor factors
for bosons and antisymmetrization for fermions. This spans the same space of operators
as (3.9) acting on the N particle Hilbert space when k ≤ N , but it is clear that it only
closes under multiplication when k = N . This form of Ak−particle will be useful for direct
comparison with the orbifold CFT.
4 Entanglement entropy in symmetric product orbifolds
4.1 Introduction to symmetric product orbifolds
A symmetric product orbifold CFT is formed by starting from a two dimensional seed
conformal field theory with target space M . We will collectively denote the fields on M as
X(σ, t) (a free boson in the simplest example). The orbifold CFT arises by taking N copies
of X and demanding that the fields are indistinguishable under permutations. The resulting
target space is MN/SN . The orbifold CFT describes a collection of N indistinguishable
free strings. Because of the SN gauging fields need not have period 2pi but can belong to a
twisted sector in which the boundary conditions are
Xi(2pi, t) = Xh(i) (0, t) , ∀i = 1, . . . , N (4.1)
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for an element h ∈ SN . Twisted sectors are created by the action of a twist operator on
the untwisted sector. For example, suppose that the fields with indices 1 to m are sewn
together into a long string of winding number m by
σ(1...m)(t→ −∞) : Xi (2pi, t) = X(i+1) (0, t) ∀i = 1, . . . ,m− 1 (4.2)
with Xm (2pi, t) = X1 (0, t). If the twisted sector labeled by h contains k long strings, with
winding numbers mi satisfying
∑
imi = N , then the corresponding twisted sector vacuum
state can be represented by the action of k twist operators
|ψh〉 = σ(1,...,m1)σ(m1+1,...,m1+m2) . . . σ(N−mk+1,...,N) |0〉 . (4.3)
All physical states should be SN invariant so the twisted sector state really corresponds to
the conjugacy class [h], such that
|Ψ[h]〉 =
∑
g∈SN
|ψghg−1〉 ,
=
∑
g∈SN
σ(g(1),...,g(m1))σ(g(m1+1),...,g(m1+m2)) . . . σ(g(N−mk+1),...,g(N)) |0〉 . (4.4)
Strictly speaking, the state should also be appropriately normalized. In the Xi basis, the
gauge invariant wavefunction is
Ψ[h] (X1, . . . , XN) = 〈X1, . . . , XN |Ψ[h]〉 =
∑
g∈SN
ψghg−1 (X1, . . . , XN) , (4.5)
=
∑
g∈SN
ψh
(
Xg(1), . . . , Xg(N)
)
. (4.6)
Note that the wavefunctions ψh can be decomposed into a product of wavefunctions of
single long strings which we could specify by ψmj such that
Ψ[h] (X1, . . . , XN) =
∑
g∈SN
ψm1
(
Xg(1), . . . , Xg(m1)
)
. . . ψmk
(
Xg(N−mk+1), . . . , Xg(N)
)
. (4.7)
In this paper we will focus on two states which are interesting from the point of view of
holography. The first state contains N/m strings of length m whose wavefunction is
Ψm (X1, . . . , XN) =
∑
g∈SN
N/m∏
j=1
ψm
(
Xg(jm+1), . . . , Xg((j+1)m)
)
. (4.8)
In the context of the D1-D5 brane system this wavefunction is holographically dual to a
(AdS3 × S3) /Zm × T 4 spacetime [41, 42]. We therefore call this a ‘conical defect state’. A
second state of interest contains Nm strings of length m where
Nm =
8
sinh
(
m
√
2pi
N
) . (4.9)
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This state is dual in the D1-D5 system to BTZ0 × S3 × T 4, where BTZ0 is the massless
three dimensional black hole [42,43].
The wavefunctions described above only have support on continuous configurations. To
see this, consider a twisted sector vacuum state. Suppose that a factor of a particular term
of the gauge invariant wavefunction has support on a discontinuous configuration of string
of length m. This factor can be written in terms of the on-shell action for the configuration
ψm
(
Xg(1), . . . , Xg(m)
) ≡ ψm (X (σ)) ∼ e−Son-shell[X ], (4.10)
because we are discussing a vacuum state constructed from the Euclidean path integral.
When the seed CFT is that of a single free boson X(σ), the on-shell action can be computed
by solving the Laplace equation on a disk with boundary conditions X (σ) at Euclidean time
τ = 0 and from it computing the Euclidean action. The simplest discontinuous boundary
profile is a piecewise constant X (σ) = 0 when 0 ≤ σ ≤ α and X (σ) = X0 6= 0 when
α ≤ σ ≤ 2pim. The Laplace equation is conformally invariant, so the disk with such a
boundary condition can be mapped to the infinite strip with X = 0 on the lower boundary
and X = X0 on the upper boundary. Physically, the problem of determining the Euclidean
action of a free field on the infinite strip with two constant boundary conditions is the
same as determining the potential energy between two capacitor plates each at constant
potential. Clearly the energy between the capacitor plates is infinite. The on-shell action
thus diverges and the wavefunction correspondingly vanishes. The same conclusion holds for
excited states because adding oscillations to a discontinuous configuration will not remove
the divergence of the action.
Similar considerations dictate that the overlap between different twisted sectors is zero
[44–46]. We can argue this by observing that the boundary conditions do not match in the
overlap of different twisted sectors. Physically speaking, the overlap vanishes because, in
a free orbifold of the kind we are considering, the winding strings cannot split and rejoin
into a different configuration.
In summary, states of the physical Hilbert space satisfy two important constraints: (1)
they are invariant under SN , and (2) their wavefunctions vanish on discontinuous configu-
rations.
4.2 Reduced density matrix and entanglement entropy
Having defined gauge invariant wavefunctions in the symmetric product orbifold CFT, it is
easy to define a gauge invariant reduced density matrix. We define it analogously to (3.2)
in a system of identical particles. In this definition, the reduced density matrix that has
support on the full circle on l − 1 strands and on an interval A of size ` on one strand is
ρ
(l)
A (X1, . . . , Xl−1, Xl,A;X
′
1, . . . , X
′
l−1, X
′
l,A
)
(4.11)
=
∫
DYl+1 . . . DYNDYl,A¯Ψ
∗
[h]
(
X ′1, . . . , X
′
l,A, Yl,A¯, . . . , YN
)
Ψ[h]
(
X1, . . . , Xl,A, Yl,A¯, . . . , YN
)
,
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where DYi =
2pi∏
σ=0
dYl+1(σ) and DYi,A¯ =
2pi∏
σ=`
dYl+1(σ). Compared to the identical particle
case a subtlety here is that the measure is infinite dimensional. In this definition, therefore,
the reduced density matrix is defined in terms of functional integrals rather than ordinary
integrals. Because the wavefunction is gauge invariant, the reduced density matrix will be
gauge invariant as well even if the measure has not been symmetrized over SN . Another
way to write the reduced density matrix is
ρ
(l)
A = Tr|Yl,A¯,Yl+1,...,YN 〉
[|Ψ[h]〉 〈Ψ[h]|] . (4.12)
Because the state is a sum over gauge copies in SN , we get a double sum over SN ,
ρ
(l)
A =
∑
g,g˜∈SN
Tr
|Yl,A¯,Yl+1,...,YN 〉
[|ψghg−1〉 〈ψg˜hg˜−1|] . (4.13)
One of the two sums can be further split into elements g˜ = gc where c belongs to the
centralizer of [h], i.e., c ∈ Ch ⊆ SN , and elements g˜ = gc for which c /∈ Ch. Elements
c ∈ Ch by definition satisfy ch = hc hence in this case g˜hg˜−1 = ghg−1. The reduced density
matrix correspondingly takes the form
ρ
(l)
A = |Ch|
∑
g∈SN
Tr
|Yl,A¯,Yl+1,...,YN 〉
[|ψghg−1〉 〈ψghg−1|] (4.14)
+
∑
g∈SN
∑
c/∈Ch
Tr
|Yl,A¯,Yl+1,...,YN 〉
[|ψghg−1〉 〈ψgchc−1g−1|] .
If we focus on l = 1 or l = 2 where one of the strands only has support on an interval of
size ` < 2pi, then the sums over c /∈ Ch do not contribute, as we now explain.
First consider tracing out everything and look at an overlap 〈ψghg−1 |ψgchc−1g−1〉 where
c /∈ Ch. The wavefunction ψghg−1 only has support on continuous configurations that should
satisfy the continuity constraints of the twisted sector [h] with a specific ordering of the
fields specified by ghg−1. Similarly the conjugated wavefunction should satisfy continuity
constraints of [h] with an ordering of fields specified by gchc−1g−1. Since c /∈ Ch, the two
sets of constraints are different and the configurations in the overlap can only meet both of
them on a submanifold of the integration space. Hence, overlaps of this type vanish.
When we consider a reduced density matrix instead, the question is whether the dif-
ference in continuity constraints between the wavefunction and its conjugate affect the
integration variables or not. In the case of l = 1 or l = 2 (with one strand having support
only on ` < 2pi) there clearly does not exist any permutation c that leaves the integrated
variables unaffected. Therefore, the sum over c /∈ Ch will again not contribute. The reduced
density matrix in these cases becomes
ρ
(l)
A = |Ch|
∑
g∈SN
Tr
|Yl,A¯,Yl+1,...,YN 〉
[|ψghg−1〉 〈ψghg−1|] . (4.15)
For l = 2 and ` = 2pi, or for l > 2 it is possible to have permutations c that do not affect
the integrated variables, and these can lead to contributions from the c /∈ Ch terms.
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From the algebraic perspective, consider the linear subspace of non-twist observables
Al = span{[O1 ⊗ ...⊗Ol ⊗ I ⊗ ...⊗ I]sym}, (4.16)
where O1, ..., Ol are (not necessarily local) operators in the seed CFT and []sym denotes
summing over the images over SN . Because of the symmetrization, the subspace contains
operators that act on any subset of l strands, and thus multiplying elements would have
generated the entire non-twisted operator algebra. The same thing happens with the sub-
space of k particle operators (3.14) in the case of identical particles. Following sec. 3.2
we can define a reduced density matrix as the element of the subspace that computes ex-
pectation values of operators in the subspace via tracing. Since this density matrix must
be constructed out of non-twist operators it cannot contain any elements linking strings
twisted by different group elements (even if the group elements in question belong to the
same conjugacy class). This means including just the c ∈ Ch terms in (4.14).
For l > 2, for which the second term in (4.14) need not vanish, if one wants to construct
the density matrix restricted to the subspace (4.16) of non-twist operators, one must project
out the c /∈ Ch terms. For the cases we treat in this paper, namely l = 1 and l = 2 with
` < 2pi, ρ
(l)
A automatically belongs to this subspace.
Once the reduced density matrix has been computed, the von Neumann entropy can be
calculated in the usual way via
S
(
ρ
(l)
A
)
= −Tr
(
ρ
(l)
A log ρ
(l)
A
)
. (4.17)
4.3 Single strand
In this section we will compute the single strand reduced density matrix on a spatial interval
A and compute its corresponding entanglement entropy. We will do so in the conical defect
state and in the massless BTZ state. We will show that the single strand entanglement
entropy agrees with the entwinement of a single strand [17].
4.3.1 Conical defects: reduced density matrix and entanglement entropy
Because the conical defect state describes N/m strings, all of equal length m, every term
in (4.15) contributes equally. N/m−1 of them can be integrated out completely. Elements
of ρ
(1)
A are therefore computed by
ρ
(1)
A
(
X1,A, X
′
1,A
)
= |SN | |Ch|
∫
DY1,A¯ . . . DYmψm
(
X1,A, Y1,A¯, . . . , Ym
)
ψ∗m
(
X ′1,A, Y1,A¯, . . . , Ym
)
(4.18)
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If we assume that the wavefunctions ψm are normalized to unity, the properly normalized
density matrix is
ρˆ
(1)
A
(
X1,A, X
′
1,A
) ≡ ρ(1)A (X1,A, X ′1,A)
Tr ρ
(1)
A
, (4.19)
=
∫
DY1,A¯ . . . DYmψm
(
X1,A, Y1,A¯, . . . , Ym
)
ψ∗m
(
X ′1,A, Y1,A¯, . . . , Ym
)
.
Remember that ψm is the vacuum wavefunction of a CFT on an m-wound string on the
extended Hilbert space (i.e., without symmetrization). If ` is the angular extent of the
interval A, then by a conformal map, the reduced density matrix can be represented as a
path integral on the plane with a cut on the unit circle of angular extent `/m [2, 47]. We
know by the usual replica trick that such a density matrix has an entanglement entropy
equal to
S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A
)
= −Tr
(
ρˆ
(1)
A log ρˆ
(1)
A
)
=
c
3
log
[
2m

sin
(
`
2m
)]
. (4.20)
As usual the entanglement entropy is UV divergent and is proportional to the central
charge. The central charge that appears here is the seed central charge of the CFT with
target space M , which makes sense since we have computed the entropy of a single (col-
lective) field X1 on A. In contrast, the spatial entanglement entropy of a collection of N
fields would be proportional to the central charge of the orbifold theory cN = Nc. Notice
that the entwinement studied in [17] is also given by (4.20).
It is interesting to compare this to the holographic spatial entanglement entropy. When
specializing to the D1-D5 orbifold CFT, the single strand entanglement entropy agrees with
the length of a minimal geodesic in the dual conical defect geometry when ` < pi. When
` > pi, then (4.20) computes the length of a non-minimal but non-winding geodesic in
the conical defect background. The spatial entanglement entropy, on the other hand, as
computed by the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [8], would agree with the length of a minimal
geodesic both when ` < pi and ` > pi. Note that these matches are somewhat surprising
because the orbifold CFT is at a different point in the moduli space of the D1-D5 system
than the regime where classical supergravity is valid [48, 49]; perhaps the form of the
entanglement entropy and entwinement are sufficiently constrained by conformal symmetry
that they remain the same at different points in moduli space.
4.3.2 Massless BTZ: reduced density matrix and entanglement entropy
A twisted sector state is characterized by the set {Nm} of numbers of m-wound strings with
N∑
m=1
mNm = N . Suppose we wish to compute the reduced density matrix ρ
(1)
A (X1,A, X1,A).
Because (4.15) involves a sum over SN , the elements X1,A and X
′
1,A can occur in strings
of various lengths m. As is clear from the structure of (4.15), both X1,A and X
′
1,A have to
belong to the same strand. For a fixed embedding of X1,A and X
′
1,A there are (N − 1)! =
12
|SN |/N terms that give the same contribution. On top of that there are mNm possible
embeddings into strings of length m. After integrating out all strings to which X1,A and
X ′1,A do not belong, elements of the one strand reduced density matrix for general {Nm}
take the form
ρ
(1)
A
(
X1,A, X
′
1,A
)
= (4.21)
N∑
m=1
mNm
N
|SN | |Ch|
∫
DY1,A¯ . . . DYmψm
(
X1,A, Y1,A¯, . . . , Ym
)
ψ∗m
(
X ′1,A, Y1,A¯, . . . , Ym
)
.
We will use the notation χˆ
(1)
m,A for the single strand density matrix on an interval A in an
m-mound string. After normalization this becomes
ρˆ
(1)
A
(
X1,A, X
′
1,A
)
=
N∑
m=1
mNm
N
χˆ
(1)
m,A
(
X1,A, X
′
1,A
)
. (4.22)
The massless black hole typical state has {Nm} given by (4.9). We will bound the von
Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix on this typical state both from above and
from below and show that in the large N limit, both limits converge to the same value.
The reduced density matrix (4.22) is written as a convex combination of density matrices.
By concavity of von Neumann entropy, there is a simple lower bound namely
S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A
)
≥
N∑
m=1
mNm
N
S
(
χˆ
(1)
m,A
)
. (4.23)
In [17] it was shown that the expression on the right hand side to leading order in the large
N limit reduces to the one strand reduced density matrix of a single
√
N -wound string, so
S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A
)
≥ S
(
χˆ
(1)√
N,A
)
≈ c
3
log
(
`

)
. (4.24)
To establish the upper bound, we use positivity of the relative entropy S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A | χˆ(1)√N,A
)
. Its
definition is
S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A | χˆ(1)√N,A
)
≡ Tr
(
ρˆ
(1)
A log ρˆ
(1)
A
)
− Tr
(
ρˆ
(1)
A log χˆ
(1)√
N,A
)
, (4.25)
= −S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A
)
+ S
(
χˆ
(1)√
N,A
)
− 〈Kχ√N,A〉χ√N,A + 〈Kχ√N,A〉ρA , (4.26)
where Kχ√N,A ≡ − log χˆ
(1)√
N,A
is the modular Hamiltonian of χˆ
(1)√
N,A
. Positivity of the relative
entropy implies that
S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A
)
− S
(
χˆ
(1)√
N,A
)
≤ 〈Kχ√N,A〉ρA − 〈Kχ√N,A〉χ√N,A . (4.27)
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Kχ√N,A is the vacuum modular Hamiltonian on an arc of length ` in a circle of size 2pi
√
N .
Such a modular Hamiltonian can be written as an integral of the vacuum stress tensor
[50,51]:
Kχ√N,A = 4pi
√
N
`∫
0
dθ
sin
(
`−θ
2
√
N
)
sin
(
θ
2
√
N
)
sin
(
`
2
√
N
) T00 (θ) . (4.28)
The expectation value of the modular Hamiltonian thus becomes an expectation value of
the stress tensor in the reduced density matrix on A. The expectation value of any local
operator O should satisfy 〈O〉χA,m = 〈O〉χm where χm is the full state of an m-wound string.
The vacuum expectation value of the stress tensor on a cylinder of circumference 2pim is [52]
〈T00〉χm = −
c
12m2
. (4.29)
Because ρˆA is a convex combination of single string reduced density matrices χˆm,A, the
expectation value (4.29) can be used to compute the expectation value of the modular
Hamiltonian. This turns the inequality (4.27) into
S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A
)
− S
(
χˆ
(1)√
N,A
)
≤ pic
3
√
N
[
1−
N∑
m=1
Nm
m
] `∫
0
dθ
sin
(
`−θ
2
√
N
)
sin
(
θ
2
√
N
)
sin
(
`
2
√
N
) . (4.30)
We define the variable x = m
√
2pi/N which is 1/
√
N spaced. This becomes a continuous
variable if N is large enough, and the sum is converted into an integral. The integral is
dominated by the small x behaviour of the integrand, and is estimated by
N∑
m=1
8
m sinh
(√
2pi
N
m
) =
√
2piN∫
√
2pi
N
8dx
x sinhx
≈ 8
√
N
2pi
. (4.31)
The integral in (4.30) can easily be computed and equals
`∫
0
dθ
sin
(
`−θ
2
√
N
)
sin
(
θ
2
√
N
)
sin
(
`
2
√
N
) =
√N − `
2 tan
(
`
2
√
N
)
 ≈ `2
12
√
N
. (4.32)
Combining all terms we find that the upper bound (4.30) is proportional to 1/
√
N and
together with the lower bound (4.24) we find that to leading order in the large N limit
the entanglement entropy of ρˆA is that of an interval on a single
√
N -wound string in the
vacuum,
S
(
ρˆ
(1)
A
)
≈ S
(
χˆ
(1)√
N,A
)
=
c
3
log
(
`

)
. (4.33)
The entanglement entropy shows a functional dependence on `/ that one expects from
the RT formula [8] in a massless BTZ background, but c in our formula is the central
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charge of the seed CFT instead of the orbifold central charge. This is expected since we
have computed the entanglement entropy of a single strand on a spatial interval, not the
entanglement entropy of all strands on the spatial interval. The single strand entanglement
entropy also agrees with the single strand entwinement as defined in [17]. In particular, the
single strand entanglement entropy does not have a transition as the size of the interval
continues from ` < pi to ` > pi. In the massless BTZ geometry the spatial entanglement
entropy does have a transition. For ` < pi it is dominated by a minimal geodesic, while for
` > pi it is dominated by a disconnected configuration consisting of a minimal geodesic and
a surface that wraps the horizon with vanishing area.
4.3.3 A comment on Re´nyi entropy and replica symmetry breaking
Suppose we wish to compute the Re´nyi entropy
S(n) (ρˆA) =
1
1− n log (Tr (ρˆ
n
A)) . (4.34)
Because ρˆA is a convex combination of the density matrices on a single multiwound string,
the trace can be expanded into
Tr (ρˆnA) =
1
Nn
∑
(m1,...,mn)
m1Nm1 . . .mnNmn Tr (χˆA,m1 . . . χˆA,mn) . (4.35)
The Re´nyi entropies contain cross terms, where not all mi are equal. These terms can
be represented as path integrals over manifolds that are not replica symmetric, namely n
cylinders with different radii m1, . . . ,mn sewn together. It is an interesting open problem
to compute path integrals on such genus zero manifolds.3
4.4 Multiple strands
4.4.1 Conical defects: reduced density matrix and entanglement entropies
Our formalism of integrating out strands in principle also allows us to compute the entan-
glement entropy of multiple strands. As an example we will show how it works in the case
of the entropy of two strands in the conical defect state, where we integrate out all but a
union of a complete strand and an interval A of another strand.
As we have argued in sec. 4.2, the overlap between terms in the wavefunction and its
conjugate that are non-trivially permuted compared to one another, vanishes. The two
strand reduced density matrix thus consists of two kinds of overlaps: either the two strands
3Perturbatively in the subsystem size one can use “cutting and sewing” techniques to calculate this,
such as in [53–55].
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belong to the same m-wound string, or they do not. It has the structure4
ρ
(2)
A
(
X1, X2,A;X
′
1, X
′
2,A
)
= N(N − 2)! |Ch|
[
m∑
q=2
∫
DY2,A¯DY3 . . . DYm (4.36)
×ψm
(
X1, Y3, . . . , X2,A, Y2,A¯, Yq+1, . . . , Ym
)
ψ∗m
(
X ′1, Y3, . . . , X
′
2,A, Y2,A¯, Yq+1, . . . , Ym
)
+(N −m)
∫
DY3 . . . DYm+1ψm (X1, Y3, . . . , Ym+1)ψ
∗
m (X
′
1, Y3, . . . , Ym+1)
×
∫
DY2,A¯DY3 . . . DYm+1ψm
(
X2,A, Y2,A¯, Y3, . . . , Ym+1
)
ψ∗m
(
X ′2,A, Y2,A¯, Y3, . . . , Ym+1
)]
.
To make the structure of such a density matrix clearer we can write it schematically as
ρ
(2)
A (X1, X2;X
′
1, X
′
2) ∝ (N −m)χ(1)A,m(X1, X ′1)⊗ χ(1)A,m(X2, X ′2) +
m∑
q=2
χ
(2),q
A,m (X1, X2;X
′
1, X
′
2) ,
(4.37)
where q denotes how many strands X2 is shifted compared to X1 inside the long string. All
of the reduced density matrices χ involve single multiwound strings of length m, so as long
as m is smaller than O(N), ρ
(2)
A will be dominated by the configurations χ where X1 and
X2 belong to different strings. To leading order in N the two strand entanglement entropy
of the properly normalized density matrix ρˆ
(2)
A is the sum of single string vacuum entropies,
namely
S
(
ρˆ
(2)
A
)
= S
(
χˆ(1)m
)
+ S
(
χˆ
(1)
A,m
)
+O
(
1
N
)
, (4.38)
=
c
3
log
[
2m

sin
( pi
m
)]
+
c
3
log
[
2m

sin
(
`
2m
)]
+O
(
1
N
)
. (4.39)
Notice in particular that the two strand entanglement entropy will not be equal to the
entwinement of a long strand. Entwinement is expected to be related to the entanglement
entropy of continuously connected strings. Here we have in no sense imposed continuity
between the strands in the reduced density matrix, so we do not expect agreement with
entwinement.
5 Discussion and outlook
Entanglement entropy of spatial subregions has proven to be a central quantity in the
study of holography. The RT formula for spatial entanglement entropy has led to a wealth
of discoveries concerning the nature of the holographic dictionary at least up to scales of the
4To explain the normalization factors, we first note that (N − 2)! terms contribute equally in (4.15) for
l = 2. Second, there are N possible embeddings of X1 and X
′
1. Third, either X2,A and X
′
2,A belong to the
same string as X1 and X
′
1 or they don’t. In the latter case there are (N −m) possible embeddings of X2,A
and X ′2,A that all contribute equally to ρ
(2)
A .
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order of the AdS radius. To study holography at scales below the AdS radius, it has been
argued that one needs to know about the internal degrees of freedom, which are typically
gauged [12,13]. Hence it is natural to ask what the entanglement entropy of gauged internal
degrees of freedom is. Moreover, since entanglement entropy in field theory is based on a
bipartite splitting of the Hilbert space, rather than on a splitting of physical space itself, it
is just as natural to study the entanglement entropy of internal degrees of freedom as it is
to study the entropy of spatial subregions.
In this paper we studied a symmetric product orbifold CFT. Such a CFT describes
the low energy limit of the D1-D5 system and thus appears naturally in the context of
holography. States of a symmetric product orbifold describe a collection of multiwound
strings, of which the elementary strands are indistinguishable. Physical states therefore
necessarily have to be invariant under permutations. This is reminiscent of a system of
identical particles. The entanglement entropy of k out of N internal gauged degrees of
freedom in field theory is then analogous to the entropy of k out of N identical particles.
We showed that the reduced density matrix on k particles does not have support on a
subalgebra of operators, but rather on a linear subspace of operators.
We presented a formula for the reduced density matrix for a general splitting of the
internal degrees of freedom of an orbifold CFT into two subsets, and worked out the as-
sociated von Neumann entropy for two specific states that are dual in the context of the
D1-D5 system to conical defect geometries and to massless BTZ black holes. In both cases
we find that the entropy of a single strand is computed in the dual geometry by the length
of a geodesic. When the strand has spatial support on an interval of angular extent ` < pi it
reproduces the length of a minimal geodesic. As such it has the same functional dependence
on ` as the spatial entanglement entropy, but in contrast with the spatial entropy it does not
scale with the full central charge of the orbifold theory but rather with the central charge
of the seed CFT. This makes sense because the spatial entropy involves having access to
all strands on a spatial interval of size `, in contrast with the single strand entropy. When
pi < ` < 2pi the single-strand entanglement that we compute is proportional to the length
of a non-minimal but non-winding geodesic. It agrees with the single strand entwinement.
We also studied the entropy of two strands in the conical defect state, and showed that
in the large N limit it does not agree with the two strand entwinement. Instead it equals
the sum of the entwinement of a single strand with support on the full circle and the single
strand entwinement on an interval of size `. This is because the reduced density matrix is
dominated by contributions where the two strands are located on different strings. Whereas
the entropy that we have studied in this paper quantifies the entanglement of several strands
with the rest of the system, we expect entwinement to quantify the entanglement of several
continuously connected strands with the rest of the system. To prove that this is really the
case, we need a way to specify continuity across the strands. This would reflect the replica
definition of entwinement [17], where one starts with two elementary twist operators on the
same strand, averages over SN permutations, and then moves one of the twist operators
to adjacent strands using continuity. In the construction of the present paper, an interval
may span multiple strands that are separately permuted by the gauge group SN . In order
to make contact with entwinement the challenge is to define a reduced density matrix
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associated to continuously connected strands in a way that is manifestly gauge invariant.
We applied our method to the D1-D5 system, but it can also be used for entanglement
entropy in matrix string theory, which is also a symmetric product orbifold. Permutation
symmetry appears there as the Weyl group of U(N).
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